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ABSTRACT
As the gathering of information on the prevalence of blast-induced traumatic brain injuries (bTBI)
continues, there is a need for the development and validation of a physical model (headform)
reproducing the mechanical response of the human head to the direct loading from a blast wave. The
chain of events leading to an injuries following direct exposure to a blast wave is very complex and its
full determination is still the topic of several research efforts. The first step in the injury cascade is
necessarily the mechanical insult of the blast wave to the human head. With a combination of
representative anatomical features, adequate material selection and careful instrumentation, a validated
physical model could measure real external pressure field history and predict resulting intra-cranial
pressures (ICP) for any blast loading scenario. In addition, a physical model has the unique ability to
measure quantitatively the effect of protective headwear. The following article discusses the validation
of the BI2PED (Blast-Induced Brain Injury Protection Evaluation Device) response against postmortem human subjects (PMHS). Previously reported PMHS blast wave generator tests were
methodically replicated in the same facility using the BI2PED. Loading conditions, instrumentation
type and position as well as the head mounting technique were reproduced to ensure that the only
difference between the two series of experiments was the model itself. A direct comparison of
measured ICP histories is presented for two loading orientations and three loading magnitudes. It is
demonstrated that the physical model response is in good agreement with that of the PMHS response.
From signal analysis, additional evidences supporting skull deformation as the main contributor to ICP
variations are discussed. Finally, external pressure fields from the blast wave generator experiments are
compared to full scale free-field tests.

1. INTRODUCTION
There is a preponderance of clinical and experimental evidences that suggest that traumatic brain
injury (TBI) can occur as a result of a direct exposure to blast wave [1]. The chain of events leading to
such injuries is likely very complex and its full determination is still the topic of several multidisciplinary research efforts [1]. Highly controlled laboratory experiments on post-mortem human
subject as well as the development of physical and numerical head models can certainly provide useful
information on the first step in the cascade of events leading to injury, which is considered to be the
mechanical insult of the blast wave to the human head. As a thorough understanding of the injury
mechanism is developed, the need for physical models capable of reproducing the mechanical response
of the human head under blast loading increases. A validated physical model combining representative
anatomical features, adequate material selection and careful instrumentation provides three clear
benefits. First, it can help to characterize the head external pressure field history (i.e. the loading) for
any blast scenario. Operational blast scenarios are infinite and it is only by characterizing the real
mechanical input to the head that it will be possible to distinguish between them. Second, a physical
model can help estimate the magnitude of the stresses developed in the brain. This is essential to
provide a link between external mechanical insult and the potential for injury. Finally, it can help
evaluating the performance of protective headwear systems.
The direct exposure of the head to a blast wave creates a very short duration high amplitude
loading that is very different in nature from loadings resulting from impacts seen in automotive or
sport accidents. Willinger et al. [2,3] have comprehensively discussed how the duration of a loading on
the head can determine the nature of the strain and stress fields in the brain. They distinguished
between three lesion mechanisms, each of which is particular to a range of loading duration. For long

duration loading above 10-12 ms, distributed lesions throughout the brain are attributed to the
generation of intra-cranial stresses from inertial forces. In such regime, the whole head is subjected to
the same translational and rotational acceleration field. For duration between 4-10 ms, the skull motion
and brain motion are decoupled. This regime has been the subject of numerous studies since the
development of the rapid skull motion theory by Viano et al. [4]. Willinger stated that for such loading
durations, the first resonance frequency of the head, which he cites as being between 100-150 Hz, may
be excited. Skull to brain relative translational and rotational motion can cause bridge vein shearing
and contusion if direct contact occurs. Finally, for impact duration below 4 ms, the loading can excite a
second resonant frequency observed between 700-800 Hz [3-6]. This is a wave-dominated regime
where local skull deformation occurs. In the context of blast TBI research, such mechanism has also
been referred to as “skull flexure” or simply “direct stress transmission” [7-10]. Flexure happens when
the loading energy is delivered rapidly enough so that the skull does not have time to reach force
equilibrium throughout its structure. The skull doesn’t move as a rigid body but rather sustain local
deformation, which then propagates in the structure as waves. Local deformations in the skull may
generate compressive and tensile intra-cranial stresses and lesions in nearby brain regions.
Operational blast waves may excite the head structure through more than one frequency band and
potentially create lesions from a combination of the aforementioned mechanisms. For example, skull
deformation may occur along with relative brain-skull motion, at different times but still within a
single event. An important question to answer is which of these mechanisms dominates in the
generation of brain stresses following blast exposure. Clearly, simple physical models, such as
automotive test devices (ATD), which only records head global accelerations, cannot provide the
answer to such question. Even though they can be representative of certain shock severity level and
therefore certain risk of cerebral lesions, they cannot distinguish between lesion mechanisms [3]. The
study of the effect of blast on the brain requires a more direct measurement.
When a high-pressure blast wave travels across a body (head), it reflects off and diffracts around
to form a transient pressure field that is unique to each individual blast scenario. This pressure field is
influenced by the blast propagation direction, magnitude and duration at the location of interaction, but
also by surrounding reflecting surfaces, including the ground. The stresses generated within the brain
following blast exposure therefore also depend on all of these characteristics.
The BI2PED headform shown in Figure 1 has been developed by Defence Research and
Development Canada (DRDC) Valcartier research center to characterize head external pressure field
history following any given blast exposure, to predict resulting global head acceleration and brain
intra-cranial pressure (ICP) variations. It is understood that biological material failure in a real scenario
may also occur under shear loads, but it is assumed that ICP is representative of the magnitude of
injurious stresses generated within the brain. Shear stresses or strain within brain or brain-like
materials would be very difficult to measure experimentally. It has been shown that the BI2PED
presents the necessary physiological feature and representative selection of material to estimate head
response to blast [11]. Nevertheless, a critical aspect of this physical model to fully meet its purpose is
the validation of its response against real human head response (post-mortem). Until this is achieved,
there is no guarantee the evolution of ICP follows that from a human head.
Bir et al. [10] has recently reported blast wave generator tests where instrumented post-mortem
human subjects (PMHS) heads were subjected to blast waves of 3 different intensities and in 4
different orientations. Fluctuation in intra-cranial pressures was monitored at 4 locations within the
brain and skull strains were measured at 5 locations. This parametric approach rendered a dataset that
is well fitted to begin the validation process of the BI2PED. It is understood that the full injury cascade
cannot be assessed using PMHS, but the BI2PED model focuses on reproducing the mechanical
response of the head and the stress transmission mechanism, not the injury itself. Through a
collaboration agreement, DRDC Valcartier Research Center and Wayne State University (WSU)
Biomedical Engineering Department teamed up to replicate the reported PMHS tests using the BI2PED
headform. Loading conditions, instrumentation type and position as well as head mounting technique
were reproduced to ensure that the only difference between the two series of experiments was the use
of BI2PED or PMHS. Direct comparison of measured ICP histories was therefore possible.

Figure 1: The Blast-IInduced Brainn Injury Proteection Evaluattion Device (B
BI2PED).

2. EX
XPERIMEN
NTAL METH
HOD
The BI2PED consstruction, mateerials and insttrumentation are
a detailed in
n Ouellet et all. [11] and aree only
marized here for the purposse of this articcle. The currennt version of the
t headform replicates
r
the skin,
summ
skull, cerebrospin
nal fluid (CSF
F), membraness and brain sttructures. Thee skin, skull, flax
f
and tentoorium
mbranes are of uniform thicckness and arre made from different polymers selecteed to match elastic
mem
mateerial propertiees of their bioological countterpart. The brrain is made of a silicone gel. It rests on the
bottoom of the cran
nial cavity andd is held in pllace by the meembrane strucctures. It is sligghtly suspendded in
wateer, which acts as the CSF. T
The headform
m is instrumennted with five flat pressure transducers which
w
are flush
f
mountedd with the skin in a custom
m design sleevve. They are positioned
p
on the
t forehead, right
side,, left side, bacck and top of the head. Presssure transduccers are also casted
c
within the
t brain surroogate
at vaarying locatioons dependingg on the purpoose of the triaal. These transsducers are caarefully positiioned
using very thin wires
w
which are pulled out of
o the gel duriing curing. Thhese intracrannial transducerrs are
moddified to ensurre that the senssing diaphragm
m is in intimaate contact witth the gel as itt cures. Whenn used
in fuull scale blast testing, the headform
h
is tyypically mounnted on a Hybbrid III neck. It
I is then equiipped
withh 6 acceleromeeters at the baase of the neck
k which allow
ws for the calculation of resu
ultant translattional
and rotational acccelerations. Too replicate the original PM
MHS study fro
om WSU and allow for a direct
d
com
mparison of inttra-cranial preessures, three sets of param
meters needed to be replicated as preciseely as
posssible; The natuure, orientatioon and positionn of the instruumentation, thhe loading con
nditions and fiinally
the hhead orientatioon and mountting techniquee.
2.1 IInstrumentattion
For the internal in
nstrumentationn, focus was put on replicaating three off the ICP measurement from
m the
origiinal PMHS study,
s
namelyy the frontal lobe, parietall lobe and occcipital lobe ICPs. The cuurrent
version of the BI2PED uses moodified Kulitee piezo-resistivve XCL-072 pressure
p
sensoors (Figure 2aa) for
T
are 1.9 mm in diameeter and uni-ddirectionnal. They
T
proved to
t be very relliable
monnitoring ICP. They
whenn adequately casted in the brain
b
surrogatte. The transduucers have a sufficient
s
bandwidth (> 25 kHz)
to reesolve rise tim
me on the ordder of ten microseconds. They
T
are suffi
ficiently accelleration insenssitive
(0.00001% of full--scale output pper g) to be adequate
a
for the
t headform operational raange. They haave a
lineaar output for pressures
p
up too 14 bars and a resonant freequency over 550
5 kHz.
The originaal WSU stuudy used
O fiber-opticc pressure seensor to
FISO
monnitor ICP. The
T
FISO F
FOP-MIV
(Figuure 2) sensorr is 550 miicrons in
diam
meter. It has th
he advantage of being
extreemely small. However, it was also
founnd to be veery fragile. For that
reasoon, FISO does
d
not reccommend
bendding the fibeer-optic wire above a
30-440 mm radiuus. The mannufacturer
doess not provid
de detailed technical
inforrmation abou
ut the transduccer aside

Figure 2: Relative size of pressure seensors a. Kuliite
ppiezo-resistivee XCL-072 seensors and b. FISO
F
FOP sennsor.

from
m its operatinng range. Inteernal DRDC calibration showed
s
a lineear output foor pressures up
u to
15000 kPa. The sen
nsor needs to be used in co
onjunction wiith FISO data acquisition sy
ystem (Veloce 50)
whicch has a maxximum samplling rate of 250
2 kHz. Giveen the lack of
o technical innformation onn the
capaacity of the FISO sensors to
t monitor thhe ICP variatioons adequatelly (e.g. bandw
width, accelerration
effeccts) and that fragility
f
of thee sensors had been a probleem in the origiinal study, it was
w decided to use
bothh the piezo-electric and fibber optic senssors side by side in the BI
B 2PED headfform. This meethod
wouuld provide validation of past and currentt FISO sensorr measurementts and providee back-up readdings
if a sensor was too break during the test seriies. Great carre was taken to
t ensure thatt sensing elem
ments
weree aligned and both sensors were attacheed to each othher at the basee. Following the
t test series, raw
and processed signals from bothh sensors werre compared.
Replicating the original orientation
o
of the
t sensors was challengingg. The originaal PHMS studdy ran
the FISO
F
pressuree sensors throough the skull,, perpendiculaar to the skulll surface tangeent and towarrd the
center of the head
d. This was obbviously the less
l
intrusive way to positiion the ICP seensors in a PM
MHS.
The downside to this method is that it expposes the senssor wires signnificantly, parrticularly the ones
reachhing into the frontal lobe. In a physical model, castinng the sensorss into the surrrogate brain alllows
for tthe possibilityy to run the wiires together, in the oppositte direction frrom the blast. To ensure thaat we
coulld perform sevveral repetitioons in the test series and to make sure th
hat the bendingg limit of the fiber
opticc wires was not exceeded, it
i was decided
d to run the wires out togethher toward thee back of the hhead.
Inevvitably, the reesulting orienntation is diff
fferent than inn the originaal PMHS stuudy. Howeverr, the
assuumption was thhat the effect of a different orientation may
m be minimaal if a certain range of anglles of
inciddence with reg
gards to the bllast direction was maintained. A unidirecctional pressuure sensor castted in
a soolid gives a measure
m
of sttress in the direction
d
of measurement.
m
It is technically a measuure of
longgitudinal stresss. Neverthelesss, brain tissuees as well as ssilicone gel haave a bulk moddulus that is orders
o
of magnitude
m
higgher than theirr shear modulus, with a Pooisson’s ratio approaching 0.5. The preessure
com
mponent of strress likely doominates the stress state and
a the measu
ure from the sensor shoulld be
relattively orientattion independdent. The only
y effect that could
c
be seen is when the angle
a
of inciddence
withh the stress dirrection is suchh that the transsducer itself im
mpedes the meeasurement.
The position
n of sensors inn the original PMHS study was specified
d in the three axis
a using disttance
from
m the nasion bone
b
towards the back of th
he head, distannce from the head mid-planne and depth from
outeer skull surfacce. These distaances were keept similar evven though the BI2PED len
ngth and widthh did
not perfectly mattch the PHMS
S head dimennsions. Final sensor positioons were valiidated using x-ray
x
ph of the BI2PED.
P
The FIS
SO sensors aree invisible to x-ray
imagging. Figure 3 shows the x--ray photograp
but ffollow the sam
me route as thhe piezo-resistiive sensor wirres. It can be noticed
n
that minimal
m
bendinng of
the wire
w was achieved by exitinng all wires frrom the back of the skull. Table
T
1 lists all sensors inteended
and final position.

Figure 3:
3 BI2PED inteernal pressuree transducers positions,
p
* Fiber opptic sensors are
a not appareent under x-rayy imaging.
Table 1, Sennsor positions for both PMH
HS and BI2PE
ED test series.

Unfortunateely, due to acccidental pulliing of the wires during pouring
p
of thee silicone gell, the
fronttal sensor waas significantlly displaced compared
c
to the
t PHMS. The
T occipital sensor
s
is the most
repreesentative of the PMHS seensor positionns and was prreferred for th
he comparativve analysis off ICP
signals.
Post-processsing of the IC
CP signals wass done accordiing to the metthod used in the
t original PM
MHS
s
were filtered using an 8-pole low-pass Bu
utterworth filtter with a cuut-off
studyy. All ICP signals
frequuency of 7 kH
Hz. External pressure
p
signaals were post-processed foollowing the same
s
method as in
prevvious free-fieldd experimentss with the heaadform [11], w
which consisteed of a filterinng using an 8-pole
low--pass Butterworth filter withh a 10 kHz cuut-off frequenccy.
2.2 T
Test conditions
The blast wave geenerator faciliity of WSU used in the origginal PMHS study
s
(Figure 4) was used again
a
for tthe BI2PED vaalidation test series. The shhock wave gennerator is a tw
wo part flared tube with a driver
d
sectiion and a driv
ven expansionn section sepaarated by a myylar membranne. Compresseed helium gass was
usedd to fill the drriver section up
u to a pressu
ure causing thhe membrane to rupture. Upon
U
rupturingg, the
gas expands and drives
d
a shockk wave down
n the expansioon section. Th
he thickness of the mylar caan be
a consequeently the shocck wave presssure. More details
increeased to increease the ruptuure pressure and
abouut the blast waave generator design can bee found in [12]].

Figure 4:
4 Wayne State University shock wave generator.
g
Similarly to
o the originaal PHMS
studyy, three mem
mbrane thickneesses were
usedd to generatte shocks with
w
peak
inciddent overpresssures of 85, 120 and
140 kPa respectiively. Shock duration
was on the order of 7.5 to 8.5 ms
m for the
threee shock maggnitudes. Fulll incident
overrpressure histtories were measured
durinng calibrationn shots usingg a pencil
gaugge at the taarget locatioon. Shock
geneerated from classic shoock tubes
typiccally have long positivve phase
duraation in thee order of tens of
milliiseconds. With
W
its custom-built
expaansion sectionn, the current blast
b
wave
geneerator is able to generatte shocks
beloow the 10 ms mark.
m
In orderr to ensure
Figure 5: Coomparison off overpressure history generrated
that the geneerated shockks were
from shockk wave generattor and from 5kg
5 C4 chargee at
repreesentative of an operationaal blast, a
5m (0
0.2m HOB).
blastt profile from
f
free-fieeld tests
condducted at DR
RDC-Valcartieer research ceenter was useed for compaarison. Figure 5 shows preessure
histoories for the 85
8 kPa shock from the blast wave generaator and for a free-field blaast from a 5 kg
k C4
charrge detonated 0.2 m off the ground and att a 5 m distancce.
The BI2PED
D was evaluatted in two orrientations; with
w the head long-axis parrallel to the sshock
proppagation direcction (i.e. fronntal exposure)) and with thhe head long-aaxis perpendicular to the shock
s
direcction (i.e. righ
ht side exposuure). Three reppeats were obttained for eachh orientation at
a all three inccident
pressure levels.

2.3 H
Head mountiing
In thhe original PM
MHS study, heads
h
were disarticulated
d
f
from
the torso between th
he third and ffourth
verteebrae. They were
w
pressurizzed and mountted upside-doown in a soft net.
n The net was
w attached at
a the
top aand bottom and
a stretched tightly by twoo chains that were fixed too the tube waall. The specim
mens
weree centered in the tube as much
m
as possibble. The Hybrrid III neck was
w similarily removed from
m the
BI2PED
P
along wiith the accelerrometer brack
ket. The headdform was putt upside downn in a soft net and
mouunted in a sim
milar fashion. The
T net was cut
c out aroundd the exterior pressure senssors areas. Caabling
was protected by bubble wrap and a Kevlarr™ sleeve, and taped to thee tube wall to
o avoid slappinng of
the cconnectors. Fiigure 6 shows both models mounted in thhe shock wavee generator.

Figure 6: Reproduccing the origin
nal PMHS studdy test conditiions with the BI
B 2PED.
3. R
RESULTS AN
ND DISCUSSION
External presssure field
3.1 E
The analysis of the results starts with the
t
analyysis of the ex
xternal transiennt pressure fieeld
surroounding the headform (F
Figure 7). Thhis
analyysis is importtant to confirm
m a few differeent
aspeects from the test, which caan influence the
t
intraa-cranial pressure variationns. First, sho
ock
diffrraction symmetry is confirm
med by lookiing
at thhe overlappingg right and leeft side pressuure
signals. Synchron
nicity betweenn time of arriv
val
of tthe left and right signals confirms the
t
alignnment of the headform witth the incomiing
shocck. Given the
t
samplingg rate of the
t
acquuisition, whicch was set att 1000 kHz (1
sampple every microseconds),
m
even a sligght
Figgure 7: Pressuure field for 85
8 kPa incidennt
misaalignment couuld be deteccted from theese
pressure shhock (filtered signals).
measurements. Seecond, the poossible influennce
he forehead was
w on averagee 2.2,
of tuube boundariees was studiedd. The peak overpressure reecorded on th
2.4 aand 2.6 times the benchmaark peak incident overpressuure of 85, 1200 and 140 kPaa respectivelyy. For
heliuum, the theoreetical reflectedd to incident pressure
p
ampllification ratio
o, for this rang
ge of peak inccident
overrpressure is exxpected to be between 2.6 and 3. Naturaally, the headfform is not peerfectly flat oon the
frontt surface and clearing effeccts are expecteed to make thee reflected preessure history deviate away from
theoory. Previous explosive tessts with the headform
h
in free-field
f
con
nditions generrated amplificcation
ratioo between 2.66 and 3.2 forr a peak inciident overpreessure around 85 kPa. How
wever, these were
obtaained in very different
d
ambiient condition
n (dry air at arround 5 deg C).
C In general,, the measure peak
forehhead pressuree is in line with what coulld be expecteed. The side peak
p
overpresssures were onn the
ordeer of 1.2 to 1.3
3 times the peak incident ov
verpressure, which
w
is similaar to what was observed in freefieldd. The side prressures are sllightly over th
he incident ovverpressure because
b
they are
a not complletely
paraallel to the blaast flow directtion and the flow
fl
is affected by the diffrraction from th
he front portioon of
the headform.
h
In general, the pressure field
d is very simiilar to what would
w
be seen
n in free-fieldd and
thereefore, it is cooncluded thatt the tube bou
undaries havee limited effeect on the loaading seen byy the
headdform. Finallyy, shock speedd can be measured from thhe delay between the forehhead signal annd the

rightt/left pressurees, which are measured
m
on the
t same horiizontal plane. The delay forr the 85 kPa sshock
was measured at 0.22
0 ms, whicch yields a sho
ock speed of 450
4 m/s.
Effect of senssor type and post-processi
p
ing
3.2 E
The responses of the piezo-resiistive and the fiber-optic seensors, which were casted side
s
by side with
w a
spaccing of approxximately 4 mm
m, were comp
pared for all teests. Figure 8 shows a repreesentative exaample
of raaw occipital IC
CP measurem
ment from bothh sensors alonng with their frequency
fr
resp
ponse and the postproccessed signal. The results inndicate that th
he fiber-optic sensor probaably had sufficcient bandwiddth to
resolve pressure fluctuations in
i the brain material.
m
The fiber-optic sensor
s
signalss had consideerably
moree high frequenncy noise, as seen in figuree 8a and 8b. Nevertheless,
N
the sensors sh
howed a frequuency
response that wass on par withh the validatedd piezo-resisttive sensor. Both
B
FFTs forr this test revealed
ntribution witthin the 1000--1200
significant contennt up to approxximately 40000 Hz, with an important con
d
the early time do
omain responsse. The piezo--resistive senssors show minnimal
Hz bband, which dominates
conttent above 400
00 Hz comparred to the noissier fiber-optiic sensors. Onnce filtered, booth responses were
veryy similar, withh the exceptioon of an occasional variatioon on the ord
der of 10% on
n the first preessure
peakk. In general, the low-pass filter used inn the originall PMHS studyy only removed high frequuency
noise from the siggnals.

Figgure 8: Examp
mple of comparrison of intra--cranial pressuure measurem
ments obtained
d from fiber opptic
sensor and piezo-resisttive sensor.
3.3 R
Repeatability
y of ICP meassurements
is verified to ensure
Repeeatability of measurements
m
that the instrumeentation is responding coorrectly
throuughout the teest series andd that no inteernal or
exterrnal damage to the headdform has occcurred.
Thiss is critical too be able to interpret the results
adeqquately and drraw relevant comparison
c
with
w the
origiinal PMHS
S data. Fiigure 9 show
ws a
repreesentative exaample of threee shots donee at the
85 kkPa peak inncident presssure level. Great
conssistency was achieved with
w
the blastt wave
geneerator and the headform. Vaariability on fiirst and
secoond peaks of the ICP signnals were geenerally
loweer than 5%,, part of which
w
can allso be
F
Figure
9, Exaample of filterred occipital IC
CP
attribbutable to vaariations in the
t generatedd shock
siggnals from thrree different teests using the same
wave. Slightly higgher variabilitty is observedd on the
looading conditiions
folloowing peaks (up
( to 10%) and rest of th
he ICP
histoories. Overall the repeatabillity was considdered excellennt.
3.4 P
PMHS-BI2PE
ED ICP comp
parison
Fronntal, parietal and occipital ICP signals were comparred with the original PMH
HS study for both
paraallel and perppendicular oriientation and for all three incident preessure levels. The focus of
o the
analyysis in the cuurrent article was
w to put on the occipital since the senssor final posittion in the BI2PED
were
was the closest too the same sennsor location in the PMHS
S. In general, frontal ICP measurements
m
simiilar in shape but
b significanntly lower thaan in the PMHS. This wass expected coonsidering thaat the

BI2PED
P
frontal seensors were considerably
c
m
more
distant from
f
the skulll surface (seee Table 2). Paarietal
ICP showed a level of correlation to the PMH
HS that was cllose to that off the occipital ICPs.
3.4.11 Parallel orieentation – Occcipital region ICP
The direct compaarison of occiipital ICPs foor parallel shoocks of 85 kP
Pa, 120 kPa and
a 140 kPa peak
inciddent overpresssure is shown in Figure 10. The ICP histoories are plotted over the firrst 8 ms of siggnals,
whicch was the tim
meframe wherre most of thee ICP variationns were obserrved and wherre the positivee and
negaative peaks weere measured.
The signals indicate that the brain matterial is first loaded
l
in tenssion and then oscillates betw
ween
phasses of compreession and teension at a nooticeably speccific frequenccy. The devellopment of teensile
stressses in the reaar portion of thhe brain follow
wing shock looading of the front surface of the skull (ccoupconttre-coup injurry) has been reported in the
t literature already [7-9
9]. This phen
nomenon has been
attribbuted to the compressive
c
w
wave initiated at the front of
o the skull which
w
is reflectted off as a teensile
wave at the back skull
s
free surfface. Because stress waves travel faster inn the skull thaan in the brainn, this
b transmittedd to the back of
o the brain beefore the initiaal compressivee wave transm
mitted
tensiile wave can be
from
m the front reaaches the backk. Based on skull strain meeasurements at
a various locaations, the oriiginal
PMH
HS study alreaady suggestedd that there waas a direct corrrelation betw
ween skull straain and ICP hiistory
in thhe brain [10]. It is importannt to understan
nd that stresses in the skull can travel forrth and back before
b
the eexternal blast wave even reeach the backk of the head. The specific frequency off oscillation thhat is
obseerved is likelyy linked to a natural
n
frequen
ncy of the skuull itself. Sincce these oscillaations are nott seen
in thhe exterior trransient presssure history, they
t
are the result of inteernal wave activities. Thee ICP
variaations due to relative brainn-skull motion
n would occuur on a longerr time frame since it is a lower
l
frequuency phenom
menon [2-4]. It is interestinng to note thhat the first coompressive phhase following the
initiaal tensile phaase is of a higgher magnitudde in every siignal. This co
ould be due to
t the shock in
i air
reachhing the backk of the head at
a the same tim
me as the skuull back face is unloaded (aafter approxim
mately
0.4 m
ms).

Figu
ure 10 , Direcct comparison of intra-cranial pressure hhistory betweeen PMHS and BI2PED headf
dform
for a paarallel exposuures to differennt overpressure level.
In terms of ICP magnitudde, the BI2PED
D response
was in very goodd agreement with
w the origiinal PMHS
results over the three testedd blast severrities. The
increease in blast incident
i
peakk overpressuree generated
an inncrease in BII2PED ICPs tthat was veryy similar to
the PMHS. The main discreppancy betweeen the two
moddels was on th
he main oscilllation frequenncy and on
the ddamping of th
hat oscillation.. The BI2PED appears to
havee a stiffer respponse than thee PMHS, osciillating at a
highher frequency
y and for a shorter
s
periodd of time.
Figuure 11 shows the
t Fast Fouriier Transform of the ICP
signals for the 85
5 kPa shock. T
This plot connfirmed the
Figure 11:
1 Direct com
mparison of thhe
origiin of the diffeerence in the response
r
of booth models.
occipital
ICP
I
FFT
betw
ween PMHS and
a
The PMHS show
ws a diffuse resonance peeak around
2
2
BI
PED
he
eadform
for
a
parallel
p
expos
sure
700 Hz whereas the BI PED has a simillar diffuse
to a 85 kPa shock.
s
resonnance peak around 11000-1200 Hz. Frequency
conttent around between 50-2000 Hz, responnsible for the ICP fluctuatiions over lon
nger intervals,, also

show
wed some discrepancies. Inn particular, a lower oscillatory fluctuattion was obseerved over a much
m
longger time scalee in the timee domain in the
t original PMHS
P
resultss. This fluctuuation occurreed at
apprroximately 50
0 Hz and was not seen withh the BI2PED headform. Th
hese low freqquency fluctuaations
are likely attribu
utable to a more
m
global motion
m
of the head or to relative brainn-skull movem
ment.
Therrefore, they arre inevitably influenced
i
by the head mouunting techniqque and the dissarticulation of
o the
PMH
HS head from
m the body. Thhese motions are
a most probaably not repreesentative of a realistic response.
The fact that thiss was not obsserved on the BI2PED coulld simply inddicate that it was
w more stroongly
tightten in the net. More so, the BI2PED brain
n is not expectted to move inn a biofidelic fashion
f
yet sinnce it
is noot attached to any spine-likee structure in the
t cranial cavvity. Its moveement is only limited
l
by thee CSF
and the flax and teentorium mem
mbrane.
The diffuse 700 Hz resonnant frequencyy observed on the PMHS is in accordancce with the woork of
Willlinger [2,3] which
w
associaated the respoonse of the head
h
to high velocity loadding to local skull
defoormations (i.e skull flexure,, direct stress transmission)) rather than to
t relative skuull-brain motioon or
to gglobal head response. Thee higher reson
nance frequenncy in the BI
B 2PED suggeests that the skull
assem
i is likely thatt the material itself
mbly is slighttly too stiff. The magnitudee of the ICP beeing similar, it
is a good match for skull matterial. Howev
ver, the homogeneous geom
metry of the BI
B 2PED skulll also
influuences its stifffness. Indeed, the human skkull is not a hoomogenous strructure. The different
d
bones and
suturres surely affeect the local and
a global stru
uctural responnse. Nevertheless, a study on the variabiliity of
this second reson
nance frequenccy should be considered before trying to
t match it to
oo precisely with
w a
physsical model. The
T present coomparison is based
b
on a veery limited am
mount of PMH
HS and the BI2PED
response may fall within the scatter of a larger population response.
3.4.22 Perpendicullar orientationn – Occipital region
r
ICP
Occiipital ICP coomparisons for
f perpendiccular shocks of 85, 120 and 140 kPa
k
peak inccident
overrpressure are shown
s
in Figuure 12. The IC
CP histories were
w again plottted over 8 mss. Contrarily to
t the
paraallel shock, thee results show
w that the rightt occipital reggion is now firrst loaded in compression
c
b
before
oscilllating betweeen phases of teension and coompression at a specific freq
quency. The initial
i
compreession
phasse is expected
d since the righht side of the head is expossed first to thee shock and thhe ICP sensorrs are
casteed in the rightt hemisphere. Very rapid co
ompressive looading on one side of the sk
kull generates local
defoormations whiich loads the brain
b
region directly
d
underrneath in com
mpression. Thiis emphasizess how
the brain
b
stress sttate following exposure to a blast is senssitive to orienntation. The IC
CP increase caaused
by inncreasing blasst severity is ssimilar to what was seen in the parallel orrientation.
A level of coorrelation betw
ween PHMS and
a BI2PED similar
s
to the parallel
p
shockk is observed in
i the
perppendicular orieentation. Peakk ICPs are verry similar for the three blasst severities buut the frequenncy at
whicch ICPs fluctuuate is again higher in thee headform. While
W
the BI2PED ICPs again
a
show a clear
resonnance aroundd 1100-1200 Hz,
H the PMH
HS ICPs oscillation appeared to occur at
a a slightly lower
l
frequuency (500 Hz)
H than in thhe parallel orrientation (7000 Hz). In thee original PM
MHS study, itt was
obseerved that dam
mped harmoniic oscillationss seen in the skull
s
strain siggnals appeareed to be assocciated
withh the bone on which the strrain gauge waas mounted. Itt was hypotheesized that thee bones compoosing
the skull
s
may resp
pond quasi-inndependently of
o each other and that the localized deformation may drive
the stress
s
state in the brain undderneath [10]. This would explain
e
the uniiform frequenncy response of
o the
BI2PED,
P
which haas a uniform homogenous
h
s
skull
compared to the PHMS.

Figu
ure 12: Direcct comparison of intra-craniial pressure history
h
betweenn PMHS and BI
B 2PED headf
dform
for perpeendicular expoosures to different overpresssure level.

4. CONCLUSION
Previously reported PMHS blast tests were methodically replicated using the DRDC Valcartier
research center physical head model named BI2PED. The loading conditions, instrumentation type and
position as well as head mounting technique were reproduced to ensure that the only difference
between the two series of experiments was the use of BI2PED or PMHS. The loading obtained from
the blast wave generator was compared to free-field blast loading and it was confirmed that the
generator produced relevant loading magnitude and duration for the study of blast-induced TBI.
Excellent reproducibility was obtained on the BI2PED intra-cranial pressure measurements. A direct
comparison of measured occipital ICP revealed good agreement between the headform and PMHS for
three blast intensities (80, 100 and 120 kPa) and two blast orientations (parallel and perpendicular).
The ICP magnitudes were particularly close to the PMHS ones, while the frequency of the oscillations
was slightly higher in the headform. The BI2PED exhibited specific ICP oscillations around 1000-1200
Hz in both orientations while the PMHS ICP oscillations were respectively around 700 Hz and 500 Hz
in the parallel and perpendicular orientations. Based on previous work correlating skull local
deformation to early-time ICP variations, these frequencies are linked to the skull natural resonance
frequencies. The results suggest that the BI2PED skull assembly may be slightly too stiff compared
with the chosen PMHS. The design of the BI2PED skull could be refined but matching its response of a
very limited amount of PMHS specimen should be avoided and a survey on the variability of human
skull modal response should be done first. There were a few discrepancies on the longer duration ICP
variations. However, those variations are not believed to be representative of real human response
since the head is no longer attached to the neck and body. The neck provides a compliance that is very
different from the soft net in which the heads were mounted for the tests. Lower frequency ICP
variations are associated with skull-brain relative motion and head global motion. The BI2PED brain is
currently not attached to any spine-like structure in the cranial cavity and its movement is only
constrained by the CSF and membranes so it is not currently designed to replicate relative brain-skull
relative motion. However, the representative mass and center of gravity of the headform should ensure
that a representative global motion can be obtained in an ideal test configuration. Overall, the BI2PED
was in very good agreement with the PMHS on the early-time ICP variations, which is where the
highest pressure peaks are observed. Assuming that blast-induced TBI may be correlated with these
early peaks in ICP, the BI2PED would represent a very useful tool to assess the severity of different
blast scenarios and help with the performance evaluation of protective headwear systems.
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